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One-sentence summary:
We experimentally show that being generous towards strangers pays off, but only if unhelpful strangers can be punished.

Abstract:
Many people incur costs to reward strangers who have been kind to others. Theoretical and experimental evidence suggests that such ‘indirect rewarding’ sustains cooperation between unrelated humans. Its emergence is surprising, since rewarders incur costs but receive no immediate benefits. It can prevail in the long run only if rewarders earn higher payoffs than ‘defectors’ who ignore strangers’ kindness. We provide experimental evidence regarding the payoffs received by individuals who employ these and other strategies, such as ‘indirect punishment’ that imposes costs on unkind strangers. We find that if unkind strangers cannot be punished defection earns most. If they can be punished, however, then indirect rewarding earns most. Indirect punishment plays this important role even if it gives a low payoff and is rarely implemented.
Indirect reciprocity is widespread in human societies. It occurs when we incur costs to reward those who we know have been kind to others or punish those who we know have been unkind to others. Indirect reciprocity is based on reputation and helps to enforce trustworthy behavior between individuals who do not know each other and who may not meet again. Such encounters form a substantial part of our interactions and are especially frequent in online commerce.

Indirect reciprocity is at work, for example, when someone financially supports anonymous volunteers working at food banks that help the poor, even though she does not face the risk of ever needing a food bank's services. The donors' helping behavior is therefore called indirect rewarding. Such costly indirect rewarding is thought to be a key factor in the evolution of human cooperation (1-4). Experimental research (5-8) and theoretical considerations (9-11) suggest that indirect rewarding can indeed sustain cooperation among unrelated humans. There is little empirical evidence about the long term performance of indirect rewarding itself, however. People who engage in costly rewarding may in the long run lose out against defectors who never reward and thus avoid the associated costs. Even if good reputation is rewarded (12) indirect rewarders might lose out against ‘cautious defectors’ who appear generous only to avoid a bad reputation.

Indirect reciprocity may also take the form of costly indirect punishment. Though punishment has been observed to be important for promoting cooperative behavior in direct encounters (13), recent theoretical work suggests that it may be only marginally relevant.
when interaction is indirect (14). Empirical evidence on the use of indirect punishment and its long term performance is missing, however.

We provide experimental evidence of human behavior in an anonymous environment where individuals can indirectly reward and punish. We determine the occurrences of different types of behaviors, including indirect rewarding, indirect punishment, defection and cautious defection, among human subjects and determine their payoff performance.

Our experimental design builds on the so-called indirect helping game (5,8,9). In total, 140 participants are repeatedly (100 rounds), anonymously and randomly matched into donor-recipient pairs. Because roles are determined randomly, participants will typically be donor in approximately half of the rounds. In the indirect helping game, only donors make decisions. In any round, each donor first observes the recipient’s recent behavior in the role of donor and then decides whether to ‘help’ the recipient, or to ‘pass’. Helping is costly for the donor and beneficial for the recipient, with the benefits exceeding the costs. In earlier experiments, indirect punishment was not available as an option; a restriction that is arguably not a realistic feature of human interactions (13-16). In our experiment the donor can choose to ‘hurt’ the recipient instead of passing or helping. Hurting is costly for the donor, but we vary its impact on the receiver. We conducted two treatments that differ only in this impact, which allows us to isolate the effect of indirect punishment on the payoff performance of different types of behavior. In our main treatment (HP) a hurt recipient loses 250 units of our experimental money, ‘francs’. In the control treatment (SP) a hurt recipient loses or earns no francs. We say that punishment is harmful in HP but only
symbolic in SP. In both treatments, the donor loses 50 francs for hurting or 200 francs for helping, and the recipient earns 250 francs when she receives help. Passing does not affect either player’s payoff. In both treatments the recipient observes the donor’s action. Treatment SP is a control for HP because it identifies differences in behavior between environments where indirect punishment has material consequences for the recipient and where it does not, while holding all other parameters constant across treatments (17-19).

Before choosing an action, donors observe a part of their recipient’s donating history. A donor always learns her recipient’s three most recent actions (1st-order information) and can access for a small price the 1st-order information their recipients observed when making these decisions (2nd-order information). For treatment HP and SP we collected data for, respectively, 8 and 6 independent cohorts of 10 subjects.

The aggregate frequency (60.7%) of helping choices in our experiment falls within the range (50%–85%) observed in experiments without the option of indirect punishment (5,8). Comparing HP to SP surprisingly shows that, in spite of the possibility of imposing costs on uncooperative recipients in HP, the two treatments exhibit no significant differences in average helping rates. Donors choose help with 60.0% frequency on average across the 6 cohorts in SP, and 61.2% frequency on average across the 8 cohorts in HP. This difference is not significant ($z=-0.065$, $P=0.95$, 2-sided Mann-Whitney U-test, $N=14$). Since behavior in both treatments displays a pronounced endgame effect we restrict our analysis to the first 90 rounds (17).
In SP punishment is very rare (1.1%), which is not surprising because it is costly for the donor but only symbolic to the recipient. When punishment is harmful (HP) it is used significantly more often ($z=-2.207$, $P=0.027$, 2-sided Mann-Whitney U-test, $N=14$) but still infrequently (3.4%). In both treatments donors typically reward kind behavior with helping. When the recipient’s history reveals unkind behavior towards others, donors more often pass than hurt. This preference for passing may explain why the punishment option in HP fails to increase cooperation beyond levels obtained without an option to punish (5,8). The infrequent use of punishment in our indirect reciprocity game seems to contrast the experimental results from public goods games with direct punishment, where frequent punishment of defectors sustains cooperation in the short (13,20) and intermediate run (21). This difference in results might be driven by the structural differences between the games. In our indirect reciprocity game each action is indirect and targeted at a single person. By contrast, only punishment can be targeted at a specific person in public goods games, while each other action affects every member of the group. In combination with the difference in parameters, this may explain the level of punishment we observe (17).

Recent evidence suggests that human reciprocity is driven to a large extent by stable behavioral strategies (22-24) and a rich set of such strategies has been identified in recent models of evolution of indirect reciprocity (1,9,10). We consider seven prominent behavioral strategies and assess their payoff performance. These strategies are partitioned along the different ways a donor may use her own history or that of the recipient when choosing her action (10).
The first partition distinguishes between ‘discriminate’ and ‘indiscriminate’ strategies. An indiscriminate strategy does not condition an action on the donor’s or the recipient’s histories. For example, ‘indiscriminate altruism’ always prescribes help and ‘indiscriminate defection’ always prescribes pass.

The second partition divides discriminate strategies into those with selfish concern (‘self-regarding’) and those with concern for others (‘other-regarding’). The strategy ‘cautious defection’ employs occasional helping in order to maintain the donor’s good reputation. In particular, it prescribes to help only when the donor’s own history shows little helping. It is therefore discriminating and self-regarding (10).

Strategies that do condition actions on the recipient’s history are discriminate and other-regarding. We focus on the ‘reciprocal’ strategies that prescribe help only to those recipients whose history reveals frequent helping. The third partition divides the reciprocal strategies between ‘punishing’ strategies that use the possibility to ‘hurt’ unhelpful recipients and the ‘rewarding’ strategies that do not.

The fourth partition divides the reciprocal strategies on the basis of the type and amount of information they use. This allows us to distinguish between standing and image scoring (1,9,10,25). An individual’s ‘image score’ and ‘standing’ are statistics that summarize her reputation (9,10). Her image score decreases when she passes and increases when she helps, while her standing decreases only when she passes on a recipient with a good reputation. An image scoring strategy prescribes helping only those recipients with a high image score (9) and a standing strategy prescribes helping only those with high standing.
Specifically, a standing strategy prescribes that a donor bases her action not only on the 1st-order information about the recipient but also on the underlying 2nd-order information. The latter indicates what the recipient knew about her recipient when choosing her past actions as a donor. Using the combination of the final two partitions we distinguish between ‘image rewarding’, ‘image punishing’, ‘standing rewarding’, and ‘standing punishing’. Because of the availability of hurting and the limits on the observable history in our experiment we consider approximated standing and image scoring strategies.

For each participant, we determine whether her actions across rounds 1-90 are consistent with any single behavioral strategy. We give the details and a graphic depiction of our classification procedure in the supporting online material (17). We refer to classified subjects as rewarder, punisher, etc. Table 1 summarizes the identified strategies and shows for each the proportion of subjects using it. Almost all participants (SP: 86.7%, HP: 95.0%) can be classified. More classified subjects use image scoring strategies than standing strategies. Among them more are rewarders than punishers. The next largest fractions are those of indiscriminate and cautious defectors, with approximately half of them being cautious. The smallest group is formed by indiscriminate altruists.

Little is known about the payoff consequences of using various strategies in indirect reciprocity games (12,26). Such information is important because a strategy can flourish in the long run only if it yields a higher benefit than the alternatives. We consider the identified strategies and calculate the average cohort payoff each generates (Fig. 1). For each subject we calculate, in francs, her average earnings as a donor plus her average
earnings as a recipient across rounds 1-90. The payoff for a strategy is calculated for each cohort where the strategy is observed, as the average payoff across the subjects using it. These payoffs per cohort are used in our statistical analysis. It is the relative fitness of a strategy which determines its long-term success, however. Fig. 1 therefore shows for each treatment the average payoff of each strategy relative to the treatment average payoff. This relative payoff is calculated as \((\text{average payoff of all subjects in treatment using a particular strategy}) - (\text{average treatment payoff})) / (\text{average treatment payoff})\).

Fig. 1 reveals important payoff differences between the two treatments. In treatment SP the indiscriminate defectors fare best (average payoff=23.69). Compared to the combined classes of defectors (20.96), the combined rewarders (13.28) earn significantly less \((P=0.044, \text{2-sided Wilcoxon signed-ranks test, N=5 paired observations})\). The altruists fare worst (4.79). Hence, defection outperforms all other strategies. In treatment HP the payoffs are strikingly different. The cautious defectors (14.23), the image rewarders (14.80) and the standing rewarders (13.80) are more successful than the indiscriminate defectors (6.16). Even if we combine the two classes of defectors (10.20), the combined rewarders (14.50) earn significantly more \((P=0.068, \text{2-sided Wilcoxon signed-ranks test, N=8, paired observations})\). Noticeably, the punishment strategies, which are used only in HP, are among the least successful (6.4).

The stark difference in the ranking of earnings across the two treatments is caused mainly by the distinctly lower earnings of indiscriminate defectors in HP, as compared to SP \((z=1.715, P=0.086, \text{2-sided Mann-Whitney U-test, N=9})\). This is a direct consequence of
harmful punishment. The slightly higher punishment rate in HP (3.4%) than in SP (1.1%) is almost entirely directed towards defectors (SP: 1.6%, HP: 12.8%) \((z=1.976, P=0.048, 2\text{-sided Mann-Whitney } U\text{-test, } N=9)\) and cautious defectors (SP: 1.2%, HP: 5.2%) \((z=1.375, P=0.169, 2\text{-sided Mann-Whitney } U\text{-test, } N=8)\). Hence, even though harmful punishment is rare, it substantially reduces defectors’ earnings and changes the ranking of earnings among strategies.

Our results regarding the effects of indirect punishment complement recent experimental research showing that costly direct punishment may disfavor individuals and groups in repeated direct interactions with strangers, at least in the short run (27-29). However, our earnings comparisons across treatments reveal that in indirect reciprocity games punishment does not need to be frequent to promote the relative success of reward strategies. Theoretical models of indirect punishment investigating its long term effects on cooperation are just starting to emerge (14). Our study can aid the development of such models by showing that indirect punishment, even if it is rare, can support human cooperation.
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Materials and Methods
Table 1. Strategies in indirect reciprocity game with punishment. The percentages of individuals identified with a strategy are given in parentheses, with their percentage in SP shown first and their percentage in HP shown second.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>self-regarding</th>
<th></th>
<th>other-regarding</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>defectors</td>
<td></td>
<td>altruists</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indiscriminate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(7.7, 9.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9.6, 10.5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(7.7, 10.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discriminate</td>
<td>defectors</td>
<td>rewarders</td>
<td>punishers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7.7, 10.5)</td>
<td>(50.0, 39.5)</td>
<td>(25.0, 17.1)</td>
<td>(0, 5.3)</td>
<td>(0, 7.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure Caption

(figures file 1178883fig1.eps)

Fig. 1: Average and Relative Payoffs of the Different Strategies in (A) SP and in (B) HP. Numbers indicate average payoffs per round in francs of different strategies. Bars indicate the average payoffs of different strategies relative to the average payoffs across all subjects in the respective treatment, and error bars indicate +/- one standard error of these average relative payoffs. Tables S1-S3 in the Supplementary Online Material (17) provide detailed information of payoffs for each strategy, cohort and individual.
A) Payoff in SP (numbers)

- Defector: 23.69
- Cautious Defector: 17.55
- Image Rewarder: 14.27
- Standing Rewarder: 11.29
- Altruist: 4.79

B) Payoff in HP (numbers)

- Image Rewarder: 14.80
- Cautious Defector: 14.23
- Standing Rewarder: 13.80
- Altruist: 7.51
- Standing Punisher: 6.36
- Defector: 6.16
- Image Punisher: -5.39

Payoff relative to average payoff in SP (bars)

Payoff relative to average payoff in HP (bars)